
without the e4 allele had died by December 2008. Median survival from on-

set of AD did not differ by the e4 allele carrier status (10.2 years in the e4-

positive group, 9.1 years in the e4-negative group). There were no differ-

ences between e4-positive and e4-negative group in age at baseline, sex, ed-

ucation, age at onset, duration of AD, severity of dementia. Significant

factors that affects mortality during the follow-up included age at baseline

and age at onset. Adjusting for age at baseline and age at onset, the presence

of an e4 allele did not show increased risk of mortality (RR ¼ 0.98, 95%

CI ¼ 0.64-1.49) and the risk of effect of the e4 allele not vary by age,

sex, education in this sample. Conclusions: This study provide the first in-

formation about the effect of the e4 allele on mortality in oriental elderly

with AD. The APOE e4 allele was not associated with mortality in patients

with AD.
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Background: The impact of genetic susceptibility information about Alz-

heimer’s disease (AD) on exercise and mental activities is unclear. The

Risk Evaluation and Education for Alzheimer’s Disease (REVEAL) Study

is a series of multi-site randomized controlled clinical trials examining

the impact of Apolipoprotein E (APOE) genetic risk disclosure for AD.

We hypothesized that APOE e4 carriers are more likely than non-carriers

to report changes to their exercise and mental activities after disclosure.

Methods: 451 subjects with affected first-degree relatives in the second

and third REVEAL trials received AD risk assessments based on APOE ge-

notype, family history, ethnicity and gender (risk range: 13-74%). Six weeks

and 12 months after the risk disclosure session, subjects were asked yes-no

questions regarding changes to exercise plans or mental activities to help

prevent AD. Logistic regression was used to examine whether e4 carriers

were more likely than non-carriers to report behavior changes at either

time point after adjusting for age, gender, race, education and randomization

arm. >Results: 43% of e4 carriers reported changing mental activities by

the 12-month follow-up session, compared to 32% of non-carriers. 40%

of e4 carriers reported changing exercise plans by the 12-month follow-up

session, compared to 35% of non-carriers. Logistic regression showed

that e4 carriers were more likely to report a change in mental activities

than non-carriers (OR ¼ 1.60, p ¼ 0.02), but not necessarily more likely

to report a change in physical exercise (OR¼ 1.31, p¼ 0.17).Conclusions:

Learning about increased risk for AD due to APOE genotype motivates peo-

ple to make changes to mental activities. Neither mental activities or exer-

cise are proven AD prevention strategies, but both are promoted as possible

ways of reducing risk, which may explain why 40% or more of e4 carriers

reported changes in these behaviors.
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Background: We identified and replicated the association of MTHFD1L

intronic SNP rs11754661 with Late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD)

with genome-wide statistical significance in a previous genome-wide asso-

ciation study (P ¼ 1.90~A—10�10 in combined datasets). MTHFD1L is in-

volved in the folate pathway and represents an interesting biological LOAD

candidate since it may influence homocysteine levels, a significant risk fac-

tor for LOAD. rs11754661 is located in a region of high linkage disequilib-

rium (LD) extending for 32.6kb of the gene’s 360.7kb length. We

resequenced this LD block to identify and characterize rare and potentially

functional variants which may contribute to the observed association.

Methods: To pinpoint rare and potentially functional variants, we per-

formed comprehensive re-sequencing using Illumina’s Genome Analyzer

in 50 LOAD cases and 34 age-matched cognitively normal controls.

Long-range PCR on samples’ genomic DNA targeted a 50 kb region com-

prising the entire LD block containing the previously associated SNP plus

flanking sequence. Sequence read alignment and variant calling was per-

formed using Maq. Characterizing LD with variant data from sequencing,

we pooled rare variants within 8 LD blocks and used the Cochran-Armitage

trend test to test association. Results: 129 SNPs were detected (82 were

novel, 47 previously annotated in dbSNP131). Excluding one novel synony-

mous coding variant observed in one control, all SNPs were intronic or map-

ped 5’ ofMTHFD1L. 24 SNPs were novel and common (MAF>0.05). Most

novel SNPs (52/82)were rare variants, with 36 unique to cases and 22 unique

to controls. Nine common SNPs showed medium-to-high LD with

rs11754661, of which two localized to the 5’ untranslated region of a specific

isoform of MTHFD1L. Examining rare variant associations by pooling, we

observed a strong association among variants with MAF< 0.05 in LD block

5 (P ¼ 0.00011), though this block is adjacent to the LD block 6 containing

rs11754661.Conclusions: Re-sequencing of theMTHFD1L LD block con-

taining rs11754661 identified novel variants, some of interest for further

fine-mapping of the association. Though obvious functional SNPs which

might explain the association have not yet been identified, pooled rare

variants in a narrowed region of LD demonstrated evidence of association

with LOAD, suggesting a need for further examination of rare variants in

this region.
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Enlarged endosomes are the first morphological change observed in the

brain of Alzheimer’s disease and Down’s syndrome individuals. Here we

demonstrate their presence in blood mononuclear and lymphoblastoid cells

lines (LCLs) fromDown’s syndrome individuals. In LCLs carrying APPmi-

croduplications enlarged endosomes were absent, suggesting that APP over-

expression is not involved in the enlargement of early endosomes in this cell

type. Using genotype-phenotype correlations in LCLs carrying partial triso-

mies 21 we have demonstrated that triplication of a 1.3 Mb locus from chro-

mosome 21, containing the synaptojanin1 gene, is associated with the

enlargement of early endosomes. We showed that SYNJ1 transcripts are
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